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Architecture and Engineering

Jason Snyder
Chief Technology Officer

Tim Vaverchak
Identity and Access Program

Ann Lurie
Enterprise Architecture

Gregory Charest
Rob Ruma
Jon Saperia
Raoul Sevier
Tom Vachon

Jane Hill
Identity and Access Management Product Management

Masha Shoykhet

Terry Connolly
Amy Fairhall
Kenneth Schwartz

Donna Eck
Cheryl Ruane

Steve Martino
Cloud Migrations

Erica Bradshaw
Enterprise Engineering

Masha Shoykhet

Molly Duggan
Shemeek Nath
Michael Trenc

Ben Rota
Cloud Business Services

Jane Chen
Alia Cherchenko
Gray Corpian
Kat Ho
Vasa Kojucharova
Tuok-Han Leong
Nina Nemtseva

Kean Hsu
Victoria Leach
Bruce Patterson
Gail Smith
Mike Teper

Mark Bombalicki
BC/DR Program

Glenn Tremblay
Software Development

Jue Jin
Ming Long
Alexander Nazarenko
Erin Rankin

Sebeyon Kingsview
Al Pacheco

Ben Rota

Steve Martino

Hellen Zziwa
Implementation Engineering

Matt Mazer
Xenia Sibova
Monica Smith

Alex Butzbach
Eileen Flood
Kathy Stuart
Matthew Sheils

Carolyn Emberley
User Account Services

John Platonov
DevOps

Tim Gleason
Mahbubur Rahman

Sebeyon Kingsview
Al Pacheco

Steve Martino
Cloud Migrations

Ben Rota
Cloud Business Services

Masha Shoykhet

Joe Hardin
Quality Assurance Engineering

Glenn Tremblay
Software Development

Carolyn Emberley
User Account Services

John Platonov
DevOps

Tim Gleason
Mahbubur Rahman
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*Infrastructure*

Jefferson Burson  
Managing Director, Infrastructure

---

**Infrastructure Security Operations**
- Subrata Baguli
- Scott Hartman
  - Campus Networking Engineering
- Reza Ahrabi
- Dan Auger
- Andrew Caplice
- Malik Driel
- Joel Silva

**Network & Security Engineering**
- Jim Booth
- Paul Arena
- Glenn Fuller
- Mark O'Brien
- Ed Caron
- Mark Bond
- Joe Breslow
- Rick Aste
- Bill Brady
- Luke Sullivan
- John Reardon
- Patrick McEvily
- Matthew Zeller
- Vicki Hall
- Tamara Larsen
- David LaPorte
- Scott Hartman
- Subrata Baguli
- Steve Dalpe
- Pearse McGowan
- George Milton
- Joe Fanton
- Sean McCarty
- Paul Arena
- Glenn Fuller
- Mark O'Brien
- Ed Caron
- Joe Breslow
- Mark Bond
- Rick Aste
- Bill Brady
- Luke Sullivan
- John Reardon
- Patrick McEvily
- Matthew Zeller
- Vicki Hall
- Tamara Larsen
- David LaPorte

**Network Operations**
- Anthony Cahillane
- Christopher Curran
- Robin Garner
- Thomas Madigan
- Brendan Murphy
- David Portman
- Matthew Woodward
- Stefan Wuerensch
- Chris Badriyan
- Brian Broady
- Ben Dash
- Brando DeYoung
- Eric Goodrich
- Ramsey Khemraj
- Michael Reed
- Eugene Risman
- Nick Amento
- Ronald Hawkins
- Eric Kenny
- Mark Mayes
- Richard Murillo
- Patrick McGowan
- Scott Carpenter
- Wendell Chen
- Lance Ganong
- Brian Loue
- Paramjeet Mangat
- Samuel Ng
- Venu Ramaswamy
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**Wire & Cable**
- Brent Fleurimion
- Marion Jorge
- Jeremy Kieffer
- Jed Mendoza
- Christian Ranney
- Daniel St. Charles
- Pablo Tola
- Alex Andrade
- David Bibeau
- Vincent Cassan
- Sovanna Chau
- Andy Goldberg
- Sean Madigan
- Anthony McLeod
- Maryellen McManus
- Brian Silva
- Richard Whalen III

**Data Center Operations**
- Reza Ahrabi
- Dan Auger
- Andrew Caplice
- Malik Driel
- Joel Silva
- Brent Fleurimion
- Marion Jorge
- Jeremy Kieffer
- Jed Mendoza
- Christian Ranney
- Daniel St. Charles
- Pablo Tola

**Platform Engineering**
- Anthony Cahillane
- Christopher Curran
- Robin Garner
- Thomas Madigan
- Brendan Murphy
- David Portman
- Matthew Woodward
- Stefan Wuerensch
- Chris Badriyan
- Brian Broady
- Ben Dash
- Brando DeYoung
- Eric Goodrich
- Ramsey Khemraj
- Michael Reed
- Eugene Risman
- Nick Amento
- Ronald Hawkins
- Eric Kenny
- Mark Mayes
- Richard Murillo
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Library Technology Services

Tracey Robinson
Managing Director
Library Technology Services

Patti Fucci

Abigail Bordeaux
Library Projects
- Paul Akosio
- Janet Taylor
- Julie Wetherill
- Vitaly Zakuta

Robin Wendler
Metadata Analyst

Sharon Bayer
Library Production Operations
- Rei Díaz
- Paul Johnston
- Jason Knight
- Thomas Scorpa
- Benson Smith

Randy Stern
Library Systems Development
- Maura Carbone
- Timothy Elliott
- Bobbi Fox
- Dave Mayo
- David Neiman
- David Siegel
- Michael Vandermillen

Laura Morse
Library Systems & Support
- Corinna Baksik
- Maureen Driscoll
- Michael Edwards
- Emily Kelly
- Jennifer Koerner
- Allison Powers
- Lindsay Whitacre
- Kara Young

Anthony Moulen
Library Core Systems Development & Architecture
- Valdeva Crema
- Chip Goines
- Grainne Reilly
- Chris Vicary
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Details to be determined per project prioritization process and demand management, including funding.
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Strategy & Service Management

Catie Smith
Managing Director, Strategy & Service Management

Maria Curcio
IT Service Management

Noah Selsby
Account Management

David Sobel
Account Management

John Prendeville
Account Management

Anjali Worah
Administrative Applications

Ahmad Alsaadi
Ann Hsia
Anna Phelan

Georgina Prager

Barbara Ciccolini
Corey Snow

Imani Harrison
Eric Lee
Sarah Luo
Jeff Maher
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